
 

 

MLR plus Validation Program: 
The purpose of this program is to accomplish following tasks: 
 
1. Multiple linear regression: Multiple linear regression (MLR) attempts to develop a 

relationship between a response variable (observed activity/property) and 2 or more 
explanatory variables (descriptors) by fitting a linear equation to observed data. Every value of 
the independent variable ‘x’ is associated with a value of the dependent variable ‘y’. The 
regression line for i explanatory variables x1, x2, ... , xi is defined as follows: 

y=β0 + β1x1+β2x2+…+βixi (MLR equation) 
         This equation describes how the mean response ‘y’ changes with the explanatory variables. 

This program performs MLR on given set of training set compounds with their descriptor and 
activity/property values and displays respective MLR equation in output file (discussed in 
snapshot below).  

        Note: In MLR, a significant number of compounds are requisite to develop a meaningful 
relationship. It is widely accepted that ratio of number of compounds to number of descriptors 
should be more than 5. 

 
2. Calculate all validation parameters which include internal, external, and overall 

validation parameters1, 2 (For information about all these parameters see snapshot below). 
 

3. Checks Golbraikh and Tropsha acceptable model criteria's3, 4 (For information about these 
criteria’s see snapshot below). 

 
4. Euclidean based applicability domain5(AD): 
        Applicability domain (AD) is the physicochemical, structural or biological space, knowledge or 

information on which the training set of the model has been developed. The resulting model can 
be reliably applicable for only those compounds which are inside this domain. This program 
helps to ensure that the compounds of the test/external set are representative of the training 
set compounds used in model development. It is based on distance scores calculated by the 
Euclidean distance norms. At first, normalized mean distance score for training set compounds 
are calculated and these values ranges from 0 to 1(0=least diverse, 1=most diverse training set 
compound). Then normalized mean distance score for test set are calculated, and those test 
compounds with score outside 0 to 1 range are said to be outside the applicability domain. This 
can also be checked by plotting a ‘Scatter plot’ (normalized mean distance vs. respective 
activity/property) including both training and test set. If the test set compounds are inside the 
domain/area covered by training set compounds that means these compounds are inside the 
applicability domain otherwise not. 

 
Input files: Two csv file (saved as ‘comma delimited’ in Microsoft excel), one for training set and 
other for test set compounds. 
Input files format: Column containing descriptors and their values for each compound present in 
training/test set in respective csv files. Header*(e.g. name of respective descriptor, activity title) for 
each column is must. Observed/actual activity values are required and must be present in last* 
column. The order of descriptors* in training set input file must be identical to that of test set input 
file. Format is same for both the csv file. To further clarify file format, sample input files are 
provided. (* mandatory for correct calculations) 
 
To run the program: Download MLRplusValidation.jar file (it is platform-independent) and just 
single/double click on it to run the program. 
 



 

 

Steps involved: 
1. Enter the name of training set input file (name without extension as depicted). 

 

 
 

2. Enter the name of test set input file (name without extension as depicted). 

 

 
3. This is an important step. Please check all values carefully and see if these are correct. If not, 

check your input file/files. If you find your input file/files correct and error still exist, then create 

input file freshly once again (by copying all observations and paste it in new excel sheet and save 

it as csv file). This should eliminate the error. 

 

 

 
 
 



 

 

Output files:  
[Name of training set input file]_ [Name of test set input file]_SummaryResult.doc – Consist of 
MLR equation and all validation parameters (include internal validation, external validation, overall 
parameters) along with Golbraikh and Tropsha acceptable model criteria's.  
 
Snapshot:  * _SummaryResult.doc in Microsoft Word 

MLR equation 

  
a – Corresponds to header/title of activity/property column in input file 
b – Constant 
c – Standard error (SE) of constant 
d – Coefficient for descriptor ‘Alogp98’ 
e – SE of coefficient for descriptor ‘Alogp98’ 
f – Corresponds to header/title of first descriptor in input file 
 
Internal Validation Parameters: 

******************************* 

SEE :0.79784 

r^2 :0.66574 

r^2 adjusted :0.65834 

F :89.91107 (DF :6, 105) 

 

Leave-One-Out(LOO) Result : 

--------------------------- 

Q2 :0.64376 

PRESS :214.38162 

SDEP :0.81343 

      Without scaling After scaling 

rm^2(Loo)         : 0.63492  0.63357 

rm^2'(Loo)        : 0.43416  0.39449 

average rm^2(LOO) : 0.53454  0.51403 

delta rm^2(LOO)   : 0.20076  0.23908 

 

External Validation Parameters(Without Scaling): 

************************************************ 

r^2 :0.12728 

r0^2 :-1.50702 

reverse r0^2:-0.01517 

rm^2(test) :-0.03543 

reverse rm^2(test) :0.07924 

average rm^2(test) :0.0219 

delta rm^2(test) :0.11467 

rmsep:3.02335 

rpred^2 :-4.12732 

Q2f1 :-4.12732 

Q2f2 :-4.13397 



 

 

Some External Validation Parameters (After Scaling): 

**************************************************** 

rm^2(test) :-0.09064 

reverse rm^2(test) :0.09721 

average rm^2(test) :0.00328 

delta rm^2(test) :0.18784 

 

Overall Parameters : 

******************** 

       Without scaling     After scaling 

rm^2(overall)         : 0.01298  -0.02908 

reverse rm^2(overall) : 0.19252  0.19027 

average rm^2(overall) : 0.10275  0.0806 

delta rm^2(overall)   : 0.17953  0.21935 

 

Golbraikh and Tropsha acceptable model criteria's : 

*************************************************** 

 

1. Q^2   0.64376 Passed   (Threshold value Q^2>0.5) 

 

2. r^2   0.12728 Failed*  (Threshold value r^2>0.6) 

 

3. |r0^2-r'0^2|  0.08882 Failed*  (Threshold value |r0^2-r'0^2|<0.3) 

 

4. k        0.08882 

   [(r^2-r0^2)/r^2]   12.8403 

 

   OR* 

 

   k'    0.111 

   [(r^2-r'0^2)/r^2]   1.11918 Failed*   

 

(Threshold value: [0.85<k<1.15 and ((r^2-r0^2)/r^2)<0.1 ]  

   OR* 

   [0.85<k'<1.15 and ((r^2-r'0^2)/r^2)<0.1] ) 

 
[Name of training set file]_LOOcalc.csv – This is a leave-one-out (LOO) calculation log file, consist 
of five columns: allotted compound number (are in the same order to the compounds present in 
input training set file), Yobs (observed activity of training set compounds), Ypred 
(calculated/predicted activity of training set compounds), (residual) 2 or ( Yobs-Ypred)2, and (Yobs-
Ybar) 2. 
Snapshot: * _LOOcalc.csv in Microsoft Excel 

 



 

 

[Name of test set file]_TestCalc.csv – This  is a test set calculation log file, consist of five columns: 
allotted compound number (are in the same order to the compounds present in input test set file), 
Yobs (observed activity values of test set compounds), Ypred (calculated/predicted activity values 
of test set compounds), (residual) 2 or ( Yobs-Ypred)2,and (Yobs-Ybar) 2. 
 
Snapshot: *_TestCalc.csv in Microsoft Excel 

 
 
[Name of training set file]_ [Name of test set file]_Euclidean.csv – It consist of four columns each 
for training set and test set (observations for test set compounds are present below training set 
compounds observations): allotted compound number (are in the same order to the compounds 
present in input training set and test set file respectively), distance score, mean distance score, 
normalized mean distance score. 
 
Snapshot: *_Euclidean.csv in Microsoft Excel 

 
 
 
Note: Please close all input/output files before running this program. 



 

 

 
Disclaimer 
 
For academic purpose only. 
 
The program  DTC_MLRplusValidation has been developed (in Java) and validated on known 
data sets by Pravin Ambure (ambure.pharmait@gmail.com) of Drug Theoretics & Cheminformatics 
(DTC) Laboratory, Jadavpur University (2013). 
 
The software is tested on known data sets. Please report for discrepancy of result for any other data 
set. 
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